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 Ensure tenant safety and reduce damage to property
 Eliminate subletting of apartments or condominiums
 Provide evidence of delivery to renters
 Reduce litigation over security deposits
 Reduce litigation due to frivolous slip & fall claims 

LONG TERM VIDEO BACKUP
THE AFFORABLE SOLUTION FOR PROPERTY MANAGERS
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What is The Vault Storage?
Vault Storage will effectively Back-Up and store your 
Surveillance Systems Video Data for long periods of time 
without being overwritten. Most of the time Vault Storage is 
used passively rather than actively, meaning businesses go 
back to search and review the footage long after the fact.

Businesses who acquire Proactive Vault Storage are able to 
access their video footage with ease to be used as evidence in 
legal cases, protecting them from long term liability concerns.

What Is Pulse Monitoring?
Pulse Monitoring is the stethoscope to security cameras. If
there is a single failure, Pulse will send alerts in real time via
text or email. Clients are able to view their Security System's
network in the Proactive CMS.

If a camera fails, the system will not record data from the
time of its failure. This sort of health checking of systems is a
necessity for all camera surveillance systems. Pulse
Monitoring is the true piece of mind, ensuring your video is
there when you need it!

Property Management Solutions



LONG TERM VIDEO BACKUP
THE ONLY AFFORABLE SOLUTION AVAILABLE.

 ProActive’s Hybrid Pro onsite Compression Servers – 8ch to 32ch systems create Video 
Archives from 3 months to 3 years.

 ProActive’s Enterprise onsite Compression Servers – 32ch to 128ch systems archive up 
to 4 years

 Local Onsite Storage, Offsite Cloud Storage, or any combination of both available for 
any desired length of time.
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